An FP&A Article about Fidget Spinners
Kids are all about fidget spinners these days. So can FP&A learn from this latest craze? Of course.

Read More

Education Bridges the FP&A Talent Gap
As the strategic importance of FP&A increases within organizations, so does the need for the right talent.

Read More

Love & Hate in the Time of Excel
We love Excel. There are 350 million installations globally, which would make it the world’s third most spoken language.

Read More

New Academy Prepares Finance Pros for Digital Transformation
AFP is launching the Digital Finance Academy to provide treasury and finance professionals with the knowledge and resources to prepare for and lead digital transformation.

Read More

Why Finance Pros Should Start Blogging
Finance executive Anders Liu-Lindborg of Maersk explains why he became a prolific blogger—and how it sharpened his thinking.

Read More

WHO ARE THE NEW LEADERS IN THE 2017 GARTNER MAGIC QUADRANT FOR CLOUD CPM?
There's a shift in the landscape of corporate performance management. Why the cloud? Why are mega vendors no longer dominant? What vendors are changing the way FP&A professionals are planning, budgeting, and forecasting?

Learn more in these Gartner Reports.

FP&A Credential Holders Earn More
91%—that's how much more finance professionals with the FP&A certification earn, on average, than their peers without the certification.

Take the next step and become FP&A certified.

Learn More

ANALYZE, SIMULATE, PLAN AND PREDICT IN A SINGLE PLATFORM
BOARD is an all-in-one business intelligence, analytics and performance management platform. Join over 3000 businesses around the world that have deployed end-to-end decision-making applications in a fraction of the time and cost associated with traditional solutions.

Make better business decisions with BOARD.